9-1 o November
Monday 9	madrid
Madrid is still holding out. The city has been severely shelled
by artillery and bombed from the air, but so far all the attacks
of the insurgents have been repulsed. Within the city, plans for
street fighting are being drawn up. Even- inhabitant is to pro-
vide himself with bottles of petrol corked with cotton wool.
These are to be set on fire before being flung from roof-tops,
terraces, or windows against tanks and armoured cars which
may penetrate the streets.
palestine
Fawzi ed-Din Kawakji, who was leader of the armed bands
of Arabs in Palestine, has arrived with his companions at
Baghdad, where they are being treated as guests by the Iraq
Government and lodged at one of the leading hotels in Baghdad.
Kawakji himself has been received in audience by King Ghazi,
and banquets and demonstrations in his honour are being
organised.
lord mayor's day
The pageant of the Lord Mayor's Show this year took the
form of "London and the Defence of the Realm," and those
taking part were dressed in the uniforms of the soldiers and
sailors of ancient times as well as soldiers of the Great \Var and
representatives of the Forces to-day. In the evening the Lord
Mayor (Sir George Broadbridge) presided at the Guildhall
Banquet. Mr. Baldwin in his speech surveyed foreign affairs.
Speaking of rearmament, he said that if the nations of Europe
devote for too long their care to arms and forget the conditions
of their people, there will grow discontent and despair. "Indeed,
if armaments continue I don't say they mean war, but they
make war more likely. In this island home of ours we are look-
ing now to our defences. And quite right too. But while I am
prepared to devote all our efforts, whatever it may cost, in men
and money, to do what is necessary, I am conscious all the time
of the folly of all of us."
employment
It is reported that 11,103,000 are now in employment, which
is the highest total yet recorded.
Tuesday 10   A great seamen's strike in the united states
A great strike of seamen, which extends over the whole coast
of the United States, is increasing. In New York alone 73 ships
are held up, and throughout the country 400*
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